Abstract-The population of senior citizens is continuously increasing, and most of them are living alone at home. The fall is main cause to make severe injury or mortality. The fall detection systems turn into equipment to help elderly rapidly. A technology to detect fall based on vision systems offers a new promising solution to analyze human behavior and detect fall events. In this paper, we propose a new method to detect falls in a video sequence. In our proposed system, the Maximum Euclidean Distance was used for human motion analysis. Then the fall posture of human is detected by using the approximated ellipse method. Our algorithm provides promising results on video sequences of daily activities taken by IP camera installed on a high position like bird's eye view and simulated falls with occlusions.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the growing population of elderly and most of them living alone, in-home facility system has intelligent surveillance system due to its promising ability in helping the elderly. Many studies have indicated that falls in elderly people are one of the most dangerous situations at home. When an elderly person is living alone and has a fall accident, he/she is lying on the floor for a long time without any help. Fall detection system can send notification to helper for immediate rescue.
In the recent years, fall detection research is mostly focused on vision-based technology. 3D human tracking was developed using multi-camera [1] to detect diversity of fall actions. However, this method is expensive and difficult to use in real life. Later on, a position human tracking using fish eye camera [2] analyze orientation ellipse of human and the camera installed on top view position. However, the top view position of the camera can make an error when human lies down on a sofa. A 3D depth-sensing camera [3] , it can give a good result to detect fall, but the installed camera on side view will be obstructed by the object. Next, human shape estimate by fit ellipse and Motion History Image (MHI) [4] classified by Hidden Markov Models (HMM) give a good result. However, MHI feature is difficult to detection falls with occlusion. 3D modeling to classify human posture [5] gives a good result, but 3D modeling of the human is too complicated to use. In this research, we used a single camera which is installed on a high position like bird's eye view to grab the image on a large area. We proposed fall detection system based on Maximum Euclidean Distance and approximated ellipse method through surveillance video sequences. This method can detect human shape from incomplete background subtraction with occlusion of human shape.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A behavior of fall can be found by a large movement and some changes in human posture. For human posture during normal activity, the human shape will gradually change. While during a fall, the human shape will change rapidly. Our fall detection system detected a large movement of human by using Maximum Euclidean Distance. And approximated ellipse analyzed the posture of human to classify fall and nonfall posture in image sequences. The flowchart of our system is shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. Silhouette Edge Points Extraction
Usually, the silhouette of the person is used for shape analysis. To extract this silhouette, we use median filtering method [6] to subtract background of the scene and the moving person is then detected by finding the difference image between the incoming frames with the background model. Although median filter background subtraction method is a non-recursive technique and cannot remove shadows, this method requires less processing power. An example of background subtraction is shown in Fig. 2(b) . In the low-cost of IP cameras, there is noise in images. The silhouette segmented from the background subtraction is not clean enough to be used for shape analysis, so we need to remove noise with Morphological operation. After remove noise, we chose to extract some edge point with Canny edge detector. An example of Canny edge detector is shown in Fig.  2 (c). We selected only some edge points of the shape because the edge points of a shape are sensitive to human movement. We do not need all points to match consecutive of human shape. The N landmarks are sampled from the edge points on each silhouette for human-shape approximation (N was 150 for our experiment). The sampling interval, , of selected edge points is calculated by equation (1).
Where nbEdgePts1 and nbEdgePts2 are the numbers of edge points of the previous frame and the current frame from silhouette image respectively. The selected edge points of image are shown in Fig. 2(d) .
B. Matching with Shape Context
From two images sequences, we used Shape Context [7] , [9] to find the best matching points between current and previous human shape. In this research, we used the eighth previous image from the current image for matching process.
In shape matching process, a point ( ) of the current shape was matched to each point ( ) of the previous shape for the best corresponding pairs. A log-polar histogram ℎ was computed to find relative coordinates points. The computation of log-polar histogram is shown in equation (2) .
The log-polar histogram gives a position of the polar coordinate system on each selected edge point as shown in Fig. 3 . histogram has 5 bins for log and 12 bins for [9] To find similarity points of human shapes in two images sequences, a matching cost ( , ) for each a pair of points( , ) was computed by the chi-square test ( 2 ) statistic shown in equation (3).
Where ℎ ( ) and ℎ ( ) represent the K-bin histograms with and respectively.
From the set of costs ( , ) between all pairs of points, the best matched-points can find by using the Hungarian algorithm for minimizing the total matching cost ( ) given a transition ( ) shown in equation (4) .
The Hungarian algorithm [10] can provide the solution for bipartite matching. The square cost matrix ( , ) is the input of this algorithm and correspond point to the transformation ( ) minimizing ( ).
The selected edge points have some bad landmark because of bad segmentation and partial occlusion. There are some outliers in the matching process. The outliers will be removed before last computation of matching. We show example of two images sequences in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) . The selected edge points of two images sequences are show in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) of previous image and current image respectively. The result of Shape Context Matching from two images sequences are show in Fig. 4(e) . 
C. Maximum Euclidean Distance
From two selected edge points of current image and previous image , we find a large movement to detect fall with Maximum Euclidean Distance [8] .
This method classifies abnormal activity from normal activities in all the video sequence. The Maximum Euclidean Distance is shown in equation (5).
are points on the current shape and are points on the previous shape. We find a maximum distance by equation (5) for a large movement calculation to detect fall from the consecutive shapes. Result of Maximum Euclidean Distance calculation is shown in Fig. 5 . 
D. Ellipse Approximation Method
We use Ellipse Approximation method to analyze the changing of human shape in current shape.
An approximated ellipse is defined by the center of ellipse ( , ) xy , its orientation and the length and of its major and minor semi-axes. The centroid ( , ) xy is used to compute central moment in equation (7) .
The angle between major axis of the human shape and horizontal axis of image gives the orientation of ellipse, and can be computed from the second order of central moment as shown in equation (8). 
The approximated ellipse provides information about the shape and orientation of the person in the current image. Fig. 6 shows example of the approximated ellipse of the person 6(a) and the calculated result during fall down 6(b). The orientation angle of changed ellipse when human falls down. In this experiment, the mattress was used to protect the person during fall simulation. 
1)
If value of Maximum Euclidean Distance is higher than threshold ( > 60), this indicates that large motion is detected. Condition 2 will be checked in the next step.
2) If value of the orientation of ellipse is lower than the threshold ( < 0.6 rad), then fall may occur. 3) This last step is used to justify that the falls occur. If no motion under the conditions, < 20 and < 0.6, is detected for 5 seconds, the fall detection system will send notification to helper. The fall motion is confirmed with three mentioned conditions. The red line and blue line represent and respectively. The red dashed line represents threshold value of and blue dashed line represents threshold value of . When all of these three conditions are met, then we can ensure that the fall occurs. The example of considering three conditions to indicate the occurrence of fall is shown in Fig. 7 . 
IV. EXPERIMENT
Our fall detection system is a low-cost system with IP camera (WV-SP105) installed on a high position like bird's eye view for getting a wide angle view, about 70 degree angles to grab large area of the room. The image size is 640×480 pixels and the frame rate is 15 fps. In this system, we implemented in Matlab®.
Our data set includes 80 video sequences representing daily normal activities (walking, sitting, bending and lying) and abnormal activities (forward falls, backward falls and falls with occlusion). All these sequences captured the person who entering the room, and some sequences show fall with the occlusion in Fig. 8 . Fig. 8(a) is shown sequence image of fall with occlusion and Fig. 8(b) is result of fall with occlusion. Fall with occlusion is difficult to detect fall because some parts of the human shape are concealed with the object. The Maximum Euclidean Distance calculation can find a large movement of human shape although some parts of the human shape have disappeared. From the experiment, this method is robust with 50% occlusion of human shape. Fig. 9 (a) is shown example of approximation ellipse. Fig.  9(b) is shown result example of run. The value of Maximum Euclidean Distance is higher than the threshold value (Condition 1 is met). However, the value of orientation of ellipse is not lower than the threshold value, thus no fall occurs.
The experiment result of fall detection system is shown in Table. I. The result indicates a high performance of fall detecting with 97.61% sensitivity and non-fall detection with 89.47 % specificity.
V. CONCLUSION
In this research, we proposed a new method of fall detection which can recognize fall from normal activities by using Maximum Euclidean Distance ( ) and ellipse approximation method. And the three conditions is used to confirm a fall. The first condition indicates a large motion of human, the second detects a posture of human. The last condition checks the movement after fall occurs, if no movement is detected, the fall will be confirmed and the notification will be sent to helper. Furthermore, our fall detection system was proven its robustness on realistic situation for human fall detection with occlusion from other normal activities. Detected as non-fall 1 34
